


AN SUV . WITH A TWIST

The XC40 is the authentic SUV for the city. High ground clear-

ance, large wheels and true SUV proportions give it a powerful 

stance. And from the bold front grille to the beautifully detailed 

taillights it’s every inch a Volvo. Uniquely Scandinavian and 

unmistakably urban, it’s built for city life.





STAND TALL
High ground clearance gives the XC40 a powerful stance and 
excellent visibility. Large wheels and tyres cope effortlessly with 
any road. This is the SUV that allows you to rise above it all.

MAKE A BOLD IMPRESSION
Make a statement with a choice of con-temporary colours. And, 
depending on trim level, the roof and door mirror housings can be 
specified in a contrasting colour for an even bolder look.

STRENGTH OF CHARACTER
The XC40 expresses toughness, and is unmistakably a Volvo, 
through features such as its proud grille, T-shaped light signatures 
and sculpted front bumper with skid plate. 

LIGHTING WITH DISTINCTION
See and be seen, day or night, with LED headlights that feature 
Volvo’s unique T-shaped light signature. They automatically adjust 
the beam height, and switch between dipped and full beam, to 
provide the best view and avoid dazzling other road users. 



BEAUTY IN DETAIL
It’s details that set Volvo Cars interiors apart. The thought, effort and craftsmanship that go into the smallest elements in the cabin of the 
XC40 help to create a unique and special feeling each time you climb inside. Natural light from the panoramic roof, our characteristic 
frameless rear view mirror, and LED lighting on the distinctive concave decor panels on the dashboard are just a few of the visual highlights 
in a cabin designed to look great – and to make you feel good.

Really smart storage
The inventive storage solutions in the XC40 are the result of us  listening to our customers and understanding what they want from their cars. The front door pockets are each large enough for 
a laptop, handbag or even three large drinks bottles. This feature is made  possible by Air Woofer Technology, a Volvo Cars innovation that uses an audio speaker mounted behind the dashboard, 
rather than the doors, to free up space where you need it most. It’s just one of the many ways that the XC40 helps to make every day easier.

Lava carpeting (Optional on R-Design)
One of the highlights of the R- Design  
variant is the availability of Lava carpeting 
and door inserts. It has a rich, bold colour 
that perfectly expresses the youthful  
character of the XC40.

Wireless phone charging 
(Standard on Inscription & R-Design) 
There’s a space beneath the centre touch 
screen where a mobile phone can be stored 
and wirelessly charged, helping to reduce 
clutter and make it easy to reach when you 
need it.

LED lights
The XC40 is available with special LED 
interior lighting that highlights the beauti-
fully sculpted dashboard and smart decor 
panels at night.

Large door bins
Doors free of speakers means that there is 
space for front door pockets that are each 
large enough to fit a laptop, or which can 
each hold three one  litre drinks bottles.

Sustainable beauty
Made from 100% recycled material, the  
textile interior mats of the XC40 combine 
modern style with a sustainable, environ-
mentally responsible approach.W

Card holder
A card holder integrated neatly into the 
dashboard allows you to keep a credit or 
toll card easy to find and reach when you 
need it. 

Air vents
The air vents in the XC40 are an example of 
our designers’ ingenuity, with an inno vative 
design that combines a beautiful minimalist 
appearance with effortless functionality.

Bag hook
Keep a small bag or takeaway food secure 
with a hook that folds neatly out of the 
glovebox and prevents items moving 
around or spilling while you’re driving.



MAKING YOUR LIFE EASIER
Every interaction in the XC40 feels natural and intuitive. From the easy-to-use centre touch screen to the high-resolution driver display and 
voice control that understands normal speech, technology is there to make things simple. It’s as familiar and intuitive as using your phone. You 
can control most functions via the centre display with touch screen. The 12.3-inch digital driver display helps you keep focused on the road 
ahead by putting as much information as possible directly in front of you. 

360° camera* 
The 360° camera gives you a detailed 
‘bird’s-eye’ view of your car from above, so 
you can see where it is in relation to other 
vehicles and objects. It’s especially useful in 
tight spaces and crowded car parks.

Panoramic roof
Our panoramic roof adds a superb 
experience of light and air. On sunny days, 
a power-operated sunshade reduces glare 
while maintaining the airy feel.

Air Woofer technology
A new type of audio speaker that brings you 
precise sound and great bass reproduction. 
And because it ’s mounted behind the 
dashboard, rather than the doors, it frees up 
the cabin for valuable extra storage space.

9-inch Sensus Connect touch screen
Sensus Connect connects you intuitively 
with the digital world and your Volvo. Enjoy 
total control provided by our 9-inch centre 
display with touch screen, steering wheel 
buttons, voice control and smartphone 
connection.

Harman Kardon® premium sound^
Enjoy your favourite music to the full with 
the Harman Kardon® Premium Sound in the 
XC40. This top-of-the-range audio system 
draws on the expertise of one of the world’s 
leading audio brands to provide powerful, 
detailed sound.

12.3-inch driver display
The 12.3-inch driver display intuitively 
shows relevant driver information – 
including navigation directions, telephone 
and actual road signs. The display layout 
adapts to how you use it, and you have four 
graphic modes to choose from.

Hands-free power tailgate
The hands-free tailgate opening allows 
you to open or close the power-operated 
tailgate simply by moving your foot under 
the rear bumper, very convenient when your 
hands are full.

Driver seat with memory function
The memory function also comes handy 
when you’re several drivers. Each driver can 
have his or her personal remote control, and 
the car will adjust to the individual settings 
of each control. 

^Optional on Momentum and Inscription, standard on R-Design *Optional on Momentum , standard on Inscription & R-Design



CITY SAFETY:  PROTECTING WHAT’S IMPORTANT
Volvo Cars is synonymous with safety, and the advanced features in the XC40 are the result of decades of experience and innovation – they 
are there to help you avoid a collision and help protect you and your passengers if one should occur. 
At the heart of everything is City Safety. This innovation can identify other vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and large animals ahead, even at 
night, and can warn you if a collision is imminent. If you don’t react in time, it can apply the brakes automatically to help avoid or mitigate a 
collision. 
City Safety is standard for every XC40. It will play a key role in helping us to realise our vision that, by 2020, no one will be killed or seriously 
injured in a new Volvo car.

 A Volvo Cars safety world first, this innovation 
can detect vehicles heading towards you on 
the wrong side of the road. If a collision can’t 
be avoided, it can brake your car automatically 
and tighten the optional prepared front safety 
belts in order to help reduce the effect of a 
collision.

Adapts the speed to help you maintain a 
safe distance to slower vehicles. Just select 
desired speed and time gap to the vehicle in 
front, and enjoy smooth driving from standstill 
up to 200 km/h.

Using automatic steering assistance, this 
system helps you avoid collisions with 
oncoming vehicles. If you drift across the lane 
markings in the way of an oncoming vehicle, 
your car can alert you and gently help steer you 
back into the correct path

To give you the best view, our Full-LED 
headlight allow you to drive with high beam on 
all the time, without dazzling others. It detects 
road users ahead of you and can automatically 
shade the part of the high beam that would 
dazzle them.

Stay safely on the road with this Volvo Cars 
safety innovation. If Run-off road Mitigation 
detects you’re about to leave the road un  
intentionally, it can provide steering input and, 
if necessary, brake  support to help guide you 
back on track.

This function that can help to make an 
accident at a road junction less likely or less 
harmful. This feature can automatically 
brake the car if the driver turns into path of an 
oncoming vehicle.

If you’re about to cross a lane marking un 
intentionally, the Lane Keeping Aid can gently 
help steer your car back into its lane. If this is 
not enough or you keep steering across the 
lane markings, you’ll be alerted with vibrations 
in the steering wheel.

Gently alerts if your driving behavior shows 
signs of distraction or tiredness. If needed, 
it will give you an audible warning and a 
message on the instrument panel suggesting 
you take a break.

Oncoming Mitigation by Braking

Adaptive Cruise Control*

Oncoming Lane Mitigation 

Full-LED Active High Beam illumination

Lane Keeping Aid 

Driver Alert Control

Run-off road Mitigation  

Intersection Braking

*Optional on Momentum, standard on Inscription and R-Design.



 
707 Crystal White Pearl

  
707 Crystal White Pearl

 
727 Pebble Grey metallic

 
727 Pebble Grey

 
728 Thunder Grey metallic

(Available with contrast white roof)

 
728 Thunder Grey metallic

 
729 Glacier Silver metallic

 
717 Onyx Black metallic

(Available with contrast white roof)

 
717 Onyx Black metallic

 
717 Onyx Black metallic

 
728 Thunder Grey metallic

 
729 Glacier Silver metallic

 
725 Fusion Red metallic

(Available with contrast white roof)

 
720 Bursting Blue metallic

 
725 Fusion Red metallic 

 
707 Crystal White 

 
723 Denim Blue

(Available with contrast white roof)

 
729 Glacier Silver metallic

 
019 Black Stone

(Available with contrast white roof)

 
019 Black Stone

 
019 Black Stone

 
723 Denim Blue metallic

 
725 Fusion Red metallic

Amber in Charcoal interior Oxide Red in Charcoal interior

Blond in Charcoal interior Charcoal in Charcoal interior

Please note: Photos in this leaflet are for reference only. Specification are subject to change without prior notice. Vehicle body and interior colour might differ slightly from the printed photo in this leaflet
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